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Just as contemporary art absorbs objects and cultural phenomena that are not yet art
into its orbit, so too has rock and pop music become increasingly omnivorous at its
definitional borders. Core to these analogous developments is the mythologization of
the figure of the “band” as a creative agent and “world-maker.” These shared
absorptive capacities in art and music bring us the question at the heart of this essay:
What does a rock band have in common with a work of contemporary art? Although
this might initially appear to be a rather odd line of enquiry, we found this question
sufficiently intriguing to actually “form” a band—named the Ghosts of Nothing—to
perform an artist function within the “artworld.”1 And it is with this particular
collaborative mutation of the artistic function in mind that we will attempt to tease out
the slippery notion of “bandness.”

Although the ontology of music—including popular and rock music—has, in general
terms, been the focus of much scholarly activity in recent decades, the ontology of
bandness as a specific topic within this expansive field has received surprisingly little
attention.2 As John Andrew Fisher observes, there is an ontological complexity to
rock music—which he distinguishes from both popular and classical music—that
arises from “whole domains of aesthetic interest” that are not necessarily as evident in
other musical genres.3 Fisher, Gracyk, and others have identified the centrality of
recordings to any proper account of the ontology of rock music.4 We suggest that the
elusive quality of bandness also features prominently in this ontological landscape
and is important for both rock and other forms of popular music. Our aim, in what
follows, is not to develop a systematic account of all the relevant issues, but rather to
offer a preliminary sketch of the implications of pursuing one particular line of
thought in what turns out to be an intriguingly multi-faceted problem.

Let us open with the following proposition: Although a band might produce material
artifacts and sensorial affects, its perceived existence is predicated upon a
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consensually recognized, although not uniformly projected, immaterial fiction
somewhere in space and time. At first glance, “immaterial,” “virtual,” or “fictional”
bands are the exceptions that prove the rule. Imaginary creative works can only be
experienced when we imagine their effect in the world. Yet how do we transmit these
imaginary effects from one mind to another? The (impossible, real-world) existence
of a non-existent band frustrates this as we attempt to imagine effects designed to
preclude the imagining of effects. However, a nagging doubt persists. Are fictional
bands—or, indeed, immaterial works of art more generally—ever really immaterial?
Just as digital works require physical networks, hardware devices, and electricity to
be physically perceivable, concepts require physical organic structures to be
conceived, borne in mind, and communicated to others. Today, as a consequence of
this unequivocable fact, it is generally accepted that the dematerialization of
conceptual art was never actually possible. By contrast, contemporary
“postconceptual art,” as is usefully described by Peter Osborne, is understood in terms
of a dynamic mutual insufficiency of conceptual and aesthetic dimensions activated
through processes of fictionaliztion.5 So, in what kinds of ways then, might our
fictional band the Ghosts of Nothing, actually “exist?”

The flawed suggestion that a creative work might be immaterial has been put forward
by several thinkers over the last century.6 Notwithstanding the fallacy underpinning
this claim, when distilled to its central premise, it nevertheless serves to highlight the
way in which interpretation of any physical artifact or gesture is always highly
dependent upon an invisible informational backstory. The depth of that backstory
inevitably varies between different individuals and groups. For champions of this
view, the aesthetic procedure involves artist and audience jointly realizing certain
mental states, and as a consequence, art is fundamentally expression.7 This expression
is then individually decoded in light of an intersubjectively agreed context, that is,
culture, which is constantly changing, fragmenting, recombining, and mutating.
Consequently, as this argument goes, a work of art is not an artifact at all, just as a
song doesn't need to be played or written down in order to exist in a mind—as an
imaginary thing—and nowhere else. The actual making of the tune is therefore the
physical creation of an imaginary tune. However, as cognitive neuroscience reveals,
even an entirely imaginary melody is still associated with neuronal traces in specific
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areas of the brain, and is therefore irredeemably physical, at least in some small part.8
And herein lies the Achilles’ heel of any proposition which claims that works of art—
or indeed bands—can ever be absolutely and completely immaterial.

The idea that art exists in the space of ideas, feelings, values, and associations formed
around certain things or events seems to make sense, and can readily be accepted, up
to a point. However, as Jeffrey Strayer demonstrated in his 2007 book Subjects and
Objects,9 even the most immaterial works at the outermost limits of
abstraction/conceptualism still invariably require something that is irreducibly
material—a “public perceptual object” to use Strayer’s term —which “points,”
possibly through a sequential chain of multiple intervening immaterial imaginings, to
the intended conceptual endpoint. Such material beginnings may well be very slight
indeed, perhaps just a few words or a sketchy image inked on a page or pixelated on a
physical computer screen, but nevertheless, material they stubbornly remain. How the
intended conceptual or immaterial endpoint of these material beginnings is
interpreted—whether as artwork, band, or something else—depends, in turn, on the
cultural context(s) in which the material object(s) is considered, by a perceiving
audience, to have the potential to be meaningfully interpreted in certain ways and
under certain conditions. To simplify his meticulous analysis, Strayer shows us that,
minimally, even the most abstracted and dematerialized work of art depends on:
•

At least one public perceptual object

•

At least one perceiving subject

•

The subject’s appreciation of an artworld10 context in which the object is
interpreted

Mindful of Strayer’s analysis, we will now attempt to demonstrate that an analogous
proposition holds for our elusive socio-cultural category of bandness.

So, what are the minimum ingredients for a band? What evidence is required in order
to accept that a band actually exists? “Live” performances are clearly not mandatory,
as exemplified by bands such as the Monkees (initially), the Dukes of Stratosphear
(an alter ego of XTC), or even the Beatles, who famously ceased touring altogether
but certainly did not cease to exist as a band. A lack of recordings is also no obstacle,
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as the existence of countless garage bands will attest. Virtual performances, including
those by parodic or fictional bands, are evidently one means of coming into being as a
band—as exemplified by Spinal Tap, Flight of the Conchords, and the Rutles. So, it
might appear that some kind of musical performance is essential, whether filmed,
televised, virtual, or live. The fact that each of these fictional bands eventually went
on to also perform live concerts and release records, just like “real” bands, might be
interpreted as prima facie evidence that some form of perceivable music is indeed
essential. However, to show that this is not the case, consider the case of completely
fictional bands that have never played a note of music, live or otherwise, and possibly
never will.

Such amusical bands can and do nevertheless exist as memes in popular culture.
There are numerous examples. Take, for instance, Bennie and the Jets, the subjects of
the song of the same name from Elton John’s Yellow Brick Road (1973) album. Or if
not fully-fledged memes, at least as literary references well-enough known in certain
quarters; here we could point to Billy Barf and the Vomitones (from Thomas
Pynchon’s Vineland (1990)) or the Blow Goes (from Anthony Burgess’ A Clockwork
Orange (1962)). What about the suggestion that a band is a uniplural descriptor, and
should therefore have at least two members, if not more? This criterion is quickly
negated through the example of one-member bands such as Nine Inch Nails (really
Trent Reznor). Many bands have also meaningfully existed for extended periods with
only one member. Dave Grohl, for example, was effectively the only member of the
Foo Fighters during the recording of their first studio album. Similarly, Billy Corgan
has been the only member of Smashing Pumpkins since 2009. Marina of Marina and
the Diamonds is now simply referred to as Marina. Our list could go on.

This gloss of variations than run close to the minimal limits of bandness demonstrates
that, if it is indeed a coherent cultural category (as common usage would suggest),
then all the usual attributes—music, performance, individually identifiable members,
and so on—may be present in reality. But it would seem that none of these attributes
are finally absolutely essential for a band to be considered to exist. This much is
apparent from the examples of the fictional bands cited above, whose existence
depends merely on being named, in a book, song lyric, or film, and nothing more. No
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music has ever been, nor ever needs to be, played by these bands. No photos or
interviews exist nor need ever exist. No members need to be identified. All that is
required in these cases is: (1) at least one—but possibly no more than one—public
perceptual object (e.g., a name) able to be experienced (in a book, recording, or film),
by (2) a single perceiving subject, in (3) a cultural context that allows for the
possibility of inferring the existence of a band from perceptual experience only. In
other words, the minimal limits of bandness are just as Strayer concludes for art at the
outermost minimal limits of abstraction.

It might be argued that fictional bands do not qualify as proper bands. However, the
examples of Sgt Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band and the Dukes of Stratosphear
remind us that the boundaries between fiction and reality can be very blurred indeed.
Moreover, any demarcation along these lines is vulnerable to sudden reversal in light
of subsequent developments. Take again, for example, the transformation of Spinal
Tap from parodic fictional film band to touring live band with “follow-up” albums no
longer linked directly with the original film. Or to cite another example, the animated
band Gorillaz have also played live in concert as holographic projections alongside
actual physical appearances from guest performers such as De La Soul, and Mick
Jones and Paul Simonon of the Clash.

It would seem that the threads of categorical continuity can be stretched very thin
indeed and yet, somehow, not entirely break. Consider the appropriation of the name
Heaven 17—another fictional band first presented in Burgess' A Clockwork Orange—
by a real band formed in 1980 by two departing members of the Human League.
While disambiguation may be important in certain contexts, it would seem that, at a
higher level of abstraction, Heaven 17 can be legitimately used as a band name which
refers to a cultural category that is large enough to contain both Burgess’ fictional
band and the real synth-pop band of the same name. More tenuously, consider the list
of bands whose names came from book titles with no obvious association with music;
think Belle & Sebastian, Soft Machine, Steppenwolf, and the Doors (to name just
some). The more we multiply examples, the more we find that the accrual of newlysedimented layers of meaning over time is not the exception but rather the rule of
bandness. Our first observation is that whatever else a band may be, it is an inherently
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dynamic category, fundamentally a temporal process, subject to continual changes—
even major discontinuities—in any of its constituent parts and ontological
dimensions.11

Perhaps, we might suppose (in desperation), the only mandatory constant is the name.
But once again, we don’t have to look very hard for examples that throw even this
into doubt. Shihad, for example—originally named after a term used in David Lynch's
1984 film Dune (based on a Frank Herbert novel)—renamed their band as Pacifier
following the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks. In an amusing press release issued
on the same day as Shihad’s name change, punk band Frenzal Rhomb mockingly
announced that they would thereafter claim the name Shihad. Later, regretting their
decision, Pacifier would change their name back to Shihad in 2004. (Here, we are also
amusingly remined of the Monty Python sketch about a band that continuously
changed its name.) Name changes are certainly not uncommon events in the history of
bands. Famously, the Silver Beetles became the Silver Beatles, and then finally the
Beatles in mid-1960, but perhaps few would insist that these names don’t all (more or
less) refer to the band we would accept as the real Beatles, albeit in their earliest days.
Other complications can also muddy the waters without totally undermining the
resilience of a band name in common use. For example, Ringo Starr, arguably pivotal
to any mainstream understanding of what “the Beatles” connotes as a band, only
joined the group in mid-1962. And when the Beatles performed in Australia with a
replacement drummer (Jimmy Nicol) because Ringo was unavailable due to illness,
audiences still accepted that they were legitimately witnessing the Beatles play live.
Evidently, individual members can come and go, while a band as a particular sociocultural entity carries on.

Are we then to conclude that there are no absolutely essential characteristics of
bandness whatsoever? Perhaps we have been too hasty in dismissing any requirement
for some minimal association of bandness with music? To be sure, the examples
already cited demonstrate that a band need not ever produce any music, real or
imaginary. However, this is not quite the same as saying that bandness does not imply
the possibility, or perhaps even the expectation, that any entity which qualifies as a
band, fictional or otherwise, has the potential to produce music, even if that music has
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never been heard, may never be heard, and indeed may never be made. In principle,
all the examples of bands that we have presented above could—or even should—be
able to make music, even if we can’t be sure what that music might sound like, or
even if it has not yet been made. Indeed, we are unable to think of any examples of
bands, real or fictional, which are fundamentally and permanently removed from the
possibility of making music.12 In other words, it seems to us that—at least at this point
in history—the possibility of bandness in a given context also equates to the
possibility of music-making.

Based on this brief discussion, and adapting Strayer’s analysis presented above, we
might tentatively conclude that the minimal requirements of bandness are:
•

At least one public perceptual object (not necessarily musical)

•

At least one perceiving subject

•

The subject’s awareness of a socio-cultural context that suggests or allows the
possibility of interpreting the public perceptual object in terms of bandness,
which at least includes the possibility that the band could make music

At this point, we could also ask what things look like at the opposite extreme. Is there
perhaps an upper limit to how much extra-musical content can be funnelled into the
concept of a given band before the category of bandness collapses under the weight of
its non-musical overburden? Without labouring the argument, a couple of examples
suggest that, if there is indeed any upper limit, it is probably constrained by practical
considerations and human limitations rather than any a priori theoretical
determinations. Certainly, the band category of the Beatles, to return to this example,
at the zenith of its popularity, seemed effortlessly able to accommodate an
extraordinarily rich array of additional non-musical public perceptual objects—
ranging from dolls, to films, to cartoons, to plastic wigs, to fanzines, and wellpublicised events with Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, Lennon and Yoko Ono, and much
more besides—without depleting their bandness and, more to our point, potentially
amplifying what their bandness might mean at a particular point in history. This
example suggests that, if there is any upper limit at all, it is a distant prospect. The
same could be said of many other heavily merchandised “super bands” at the height
of their popularity, such as Kiss, Abba, or One Direction.
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Indeed, today, this capacity for superabundance in almost any imaginable category of
extra-musical merchandising has been taken to hyperbolic extremes by the “K-Pop”
(short for Korean pop) industry—as exemplified by the seven-member global “boy
band” sensation BTS. For many fans, the BTS universe that winds through the band’s
musical and extra-musical merchandising output has become a convincing and allencompassing alternate reality which has contributed to the staggering October 2020
valuation of BTS’s management company Big Hit Entertainment at KRW 8.7 trillion
(US$7.6 billion).13 For another upper limit example of extra-musical materialization,
consider the French electronic band M83 (nowadays also essentially a one-person
group), named after the galaxy Messier 83 (or M83), and thereby effortlessly
absorbing a far distant extra-terrestrial dimension into its conceptual orbit. Indeed, no
connection to any previously unrelated categories seems to be unassailably out of
bounds, as the example of Depressizona exorum, a snail named after Dutch post-punk
band the Ex, demonstrates.14

Here, our own extra-musical explorations as the fictional band cum artistic
collaboration the Ghosts of Nothing is also relevant. Our band (like any band) exists
within a mutually insufficient relationship between the vehicular function of physical
artifacts/events and immaterial projections of thought. Consequently, we
conspicuously exploit the fact that aesthetic experience exists both within and beyond
direct sense perception. As discussed earlier, one obvious example of this play of
sensory and extra-sensory elements is found in our partly fictional and partly
physically realized work In Memory of Johnny B. Goode: World Tour (2014–18),
presented in three consecutive acts. Figure 1, for example, is a full-page
advertisement that we placed in issue 45 of the Italian art magazine Mousse (October–
November 2014) “promoting” the first act, In Memory of Johnny B. Goode: World
Tour of Abandoned Music Venues (2014–15). Here, a closer reading of the detailed
text reveals that many of the listed performances on this “tour” occur at historically
significant music venues which are either abandoned, no longer exist, or have been
decommissioned. Although there is very little else to go on, this single advertisement,
even if considered in hypothetically perfect isolation from any and all other material
traces, clues, and pointers, nevertheless manages to achieve a singular feat: it asserts,
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and thereby brings into being, the conceptual existence of a band—perhaps fictional,
perhaps not—but a band nevertheless, known as the Ghosts of Nothing.

INSERT: Figure 1. Advertisement for In Memory of Johnny B. Goode: World Tour of Abandoned Music Venues
2014–15 as published the Italian art magazine Mousse 45, (October–November 2014): 261.

Significantly, this world tour included dates that were nothing other than an act of
conceptual nomination—by virtue of a line in a printed advertisement—in the minds
of our audience. Yet perhaps even more significantly, our tour also included dates on
which specific events did actually occur on the dates and in the locations specified.15
Clearly, both the “gigs” in which something actually happened and the ones that were
simply “built in the mind” add something to our story and the expanding conceptual
architecture of our band cum artwork. As is the case with other partly fictionalized
works of art and artistic collectives (such as Walid Raad’s Atlas Group [1989–2004]),
it is also at least in part our intention that our fictionalizations might invite speculation
upon the nature of fictions more generally.

Looking back through the highly mythologized histories of both art and rock ‘n’ roll,
it is tempting to ponder if some historically significant performances or exhibitions
actually took place at the time and place upon which their respective mythologies are
built. But does this ultimately matter? Surely, the partly or wholly fictionalized nature
of these performances or exhibitions does not necessarily diminish the weight or
significance of their historical impact. The important thing is that they ultimately
influenced or effected far more people than could possibly have been physically
present. Although most of us did not directly experience the infamous performances
of some of the seminal rock bands that underpin our understanding of rock ‘n’ roll’s
mythologies, we are nevertheless able to build something of them in our minds. We
might have seen some film footage, perhaps a single image, or perhaps we simply
heard a second-hand anecdotal account. Over time and space, these mythologies have
proliferated as memes. We might know something of Iggy Pop cutting himself on
stage or Ozzy Osbourne “doing a line” of ants. We also, consciously or
subconsciously, channel the impact of such memes whenever we directly experience
performances by derivative artists in the same genre.
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To what extent and in what ways does it really matter whether or not an audience
directly witnesses a supposedly originary event, or for that matter, whether or not any
documentary account of such an event—such as a photograph—can be “trusted” as a
legitimate record of what allegedly took place? Notwithstanding the well-established
fact that a photograph—or a video or sound recording—is necessarily fragmentary
and therefore fundamentally incapable of wholly indexing or accounting for the
reality it purports to index, the document can also become an important
materialization within the expanded world of the work capable of offering an
alternative entry portal. Moreover, when considered together with other material and
narrative elements, documentation helps to performatively extend the identity of a
given work in the minds of audiences potentially located elsewhere in space in time.
Conversely, any elision of narrative elements highlights the basic synchronicity of the
photograph—for it effectively stops time and reifies the nominated scene as image.
Yet an image is a bounded representation (unavoidably edited and very possibly
altered or enhanced) of a fleeting instant in time. Its meaning is always contingent
upon context and viewers’ presuppositions for its interpretation.16 Thus, there is an
inescapable under-specification associated with all images and all fragments (no
matter how monumental or vast). As we discuss further below, this underspecification was especially foregrounded in the aesthetics of Romanticism and its
present continuations. These fundamentally unavoidable connective chains only
further reinforce the mutual insufficiency of concept and material. Importantly, this
essential connection can be activated via any number of supplementary structures—
such captioning, a beholder’s pre-existing knowledge of the artist or event, and any
other images and paratexts that might surround a “primary” presentation.

For Amelia Jones, writing on the relationship between performance art and
photography, just as the “art event needs the photograph to confirm its having
happened; the photograph needs the body art event as an ontological ‘anchor’ of its
indexicality.”17 Importantly, not only does this mutual interdependence of
performance and documentation challenge the status and deification of the originary
event, it actually affirms the status of documentation as a key point of access to the
work. Philip Auslander takes this line of argument further. For Auslander, “we cannot
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dismiss studio fabrications of one sort or another from the category of performance art
because they were not performed for a physically present audience.”18 Drawing upon
the historical example of a substantially altered photomontage by Shunk-Kender of an
original performance by French artist Yves Klein at Rue Gentil-Bernard, Fontenayaux-Roses titled Le Saut dans le vide (Leap into the Void) (1960), Auslander claims
that,
to argue that Klein's leap was not a performance because it took place
only within photographic space would be equivalent to arguing that the
Beatles did not perform the music on their Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts
Club Band album because that performance exists only in the space of the
recording.19
Notwithstanding the necessity of at least one public perceptual object to activate
audience recognition of the existence of a work, we can conclude that at least part of
the aesthetic experience of a work of art—or a rock band—is built in the minds of its
suitably predisposed audience, through layers of documentation and a mix of actual
events presented in conjunction with layers of active fictionalization. In the case of
the Ghosts of Nothing, our process of conceptually marking a world tour of In
Memory of Johnny B Goode involved superimposing new objects over the already
established historical record of each of the listed venues. For our audience, despite the
fact that much of this tour remained beyond the realm of direct experience, and the
fact that only a selection the advertised dates would ultimately correspond with an
actual live performance, we still provided an aesthetic experience made apparent via
an exercise of orientation—and orienteering—of thought.

There are numerous historical examples of artists that have used thought projections
as a primary element in their work. Two examples that push at the outer limits of such
an approach are Terry Atkinson and Michael Baldwin’s non-specific column of air
over Oxfordshire in 1967, and the moment of 1:36pm, June 15, 1969 in which Robert
Barry nominated: All the Things I Know but of Which I Am Not at the Moment
Thinking. In both of these cases, it is still clear that a minimal vehicular support was
required (i.e., a declaration made public in words) in order to transmit the work to an
audience.
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So, as we have shown, any attempt to create art—or a band—which is entirely
immaterial and conceptual in nature is doomed to fail. Likewise, there can be no such
thing as a work of art—or a band—that is completely material, that is, completely
devoid of conceptual content. Without conceptual content, the kinds of
materializations that we recognize as a work of art—or a band—would be incapable
of transcending arbitrariness or ordinariness within the continuum of everything else
that is not already socioculturally considered to be a work of art, or a band. This, put
simply, is an inevitable consequence of the mutually insufficient dimensions of
concept and aesthetic that Osborne identified as requisite ingredients of a work of
art.20

To briefly take stock before proceeding further, it seems apparent that the conceptual
complex of any given band is potentially able to accommodate a hypothetically
infinite constellation of existent objects, real or imagined, without negating its
continuing state of bandness. Therefore, as we tentatively conclude, there is no finite
maximal upper limit awaiting nomination.

It is at this juncture that we begin to suspect that we may have become somewhat
ensnared in the impasses of either/or thinking, searching for hard and fast limits or
permanent definitional dimensions where, in all probability, none exist. While we
have sketched out some apparently minimal requirements of bandness above, a
general suspicion lingers that these are, at best, tenuous and transient, subject to
revision as the socially accepted parameters of bandness as a conceptual category
continue to evolve in time. Even the potential for music-making, which we have
salvaged as a vestigial minimum criterion of bandness as generally understood today,
may not be immune to revision at some point in the future, for example, as the
definition of “music” itself escapes into unexpected territories. This is an open
definition. Just as Jean-Jacques Nattiez has argued that "the border between music
and noise is always culturally defined,”21 we might by extension assert that the border
between band and non-band is also necessarily culturally defined. It seems that all we
can safely conclude is that bandness is a concept, and concepts are processes,
inherently fuzzy and subject to change. To be sure, the concept of bandness is
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evidently a generously accommodating one, even omnivorously so, while at the same
time highly tolerant of the circumstantial absence—or deliberate avoidance—of
virtually all of its available ontological dimensions. This confluence of omnivorous
accommodation and tolerance of extreme minimality is what makes the terrain of
bandness such an appealing field for our artistic exploration.

Countless other cultural objects can be problematized along similar lines. It is for this
reason that creative works can be implicitly critically valued as fictions insofar as they
reveal something about the nature of fictions more broadly. A multinational
corporation, for example, can turn over all of its employees, executive board,
geographical locations, physical infrastructures, change its name and line of products,
or in some cases even its entire line of business, and all the while be regarded as
meaningfully and continuously existing as a single entity with a connected and
traceable history. Perhaps the only thing that will deem a corporation as effectively
non-existent is a consensually recognized legal determination and subsequent
liquidation of its assets. Similarly, perhaps the only thing that will deem a band to be
effectively non-existent is a publicly recognized declaration that it has officially
broken-up. This status, however, especially given the future prospect of a reformation
tour or album, is also potentially indefinite. In some cases, former band-members
have formed rival reformation versions of the same band, each competing for
perceived authenticity. To cite just two examples, there have at various points in time
been more than one Beach Boys or Dead Kennedys in existence. It is also worth
noting that long after some bands have broken-up, new fan-bases can introduce
radically divergent interpretations of their respective conceptual universes. In many
cases, sincere appreciation can evolve into ironic appreciation, and vice versa. In any
event, it is certainly clear that the conceptual universe of bandness can continue to
mutate long after the officially declared demise of the band itself.

Historically, there are a variety of different ways to theorize the seeming impossibility
of definitively pinning down a creative work in exclusive or specific relation to any
single object or symbolic configuration. Broadly speaking, however, it is clear that in
the case of a work of art, as Martin Heidegger puts it, “something other is brought
together with the thing that is made."22 And conversely, as Strayer usefully reminds
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us, even seemingly immaterial works still require something that is irreducibly
material—that is, a public perceptual object—which points, in concert with various
immaterial imaginings, to the intended identity of the work. For the Ghosts of
Nothing, the artistic potential for multiplying this curious quality across multiple
layers and cultural spaces using specific, material, artifactual devices is a primary
motivation. This is evidenced, for example, in our novel presentation of a concept that
now and hereafter effectively merges the two formerly independent fictional worlds—
the alienated artist/clown historically known as Pierrot23 and the fictional pop culture
icon of Johnny B. Goode24—to form the transmedia “story” that is our rock album
cum work of art, In Memory of Johnny B. Goode. In this case, this juxtaposition of
two fictional characters and their respective worlds—being the confluence of an
invented rock-star and a nineteenth century tragic clown—was used to develop a
radically materially and spatially distributed work of art. Meanwhile, at the time of
writing, another series of largely underappreciated yet strongly resonant connections
between nineteenth and early twentieth century poets and artists with late twentieth
and early twenty-first century surf culture are being made in our second major project,
Sounds of Unridden Waves (2021–). This work, which sits somewhere between a
reimagining of late Romantic era musings upon the ineffable power of the ocean and
the vernacular aesthetics of late twentieth century surf culture, will be presented as the
world’s first feature length surf film not to have any human surfers, and set to an
original instrumental soundtrack. Accompanying the core film and soundtrack
components, we are also developing a related series of materially diverse exhibition
and publishing outcomes.

There are, at least hypothetically, an unlimited range of objects and concepts that a
work of art or rock band might draw into its network of relations to form what
Osborne describes as the “space” of a “singular, though internally multitudinous
work.”25 Somehow, both a work of contemporary art and a band are capable of
maintaining a sufficient degree of referential identity and unity, which, despite
potential changes and evolutions, remain “irreducibly relational” across “the totality
of its multiple material instantiations.”26 The apparently permeable nature of these
definitional boundaries brings us to analogize contemporary postconceptual art with
the absorptive world-making capacity of bands, which we refer to as bandness.
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Strangely, although it is relatively easy to recognize this unity, the “edges” of
bandness are profoundly indeterminate and seemingly impossible to neatly demarcate.
Intriguingly, when some non-musical things are intentionally or circumstantially
brought into conceptual proximity with a rock band, a strange ontological
transformation can take place. Here, much like the legacy of the Duchampian
readymade, certain objects or events can, under certain conditions, assume a dual
ontological status. They are recognizable both as everyday experiences and as part of
a narrower complex of materializations that are also understood to contribute to the
identity of a band.

Historically, it is apparent that many otherwise non-musical objects, locations and
actions have become synonymous with specific rock band mythologies. Take, for
example, Liverpool or the Cavern, geographical locations now forever woven into the
definitional universe of the Beatles. Consider also the ways in which certain haircuts,
fashions, hotels, venues, memorabilia, drugs, myths, and lifestyle choices have
become synonymous with specific band-related “worlds.” As we will seek to
demonstrate, this peculiarly absorptive quality can be illuminated by adapting
frameworks already well established for discussing contemporary postconceptual art.
Like a band, many contemporary works of art are not necessarily presented as a
singular object, image, location, or event. And, like a band, many artworks can be
experienced by their respective audiences in numerous ways, both directly and
mediated, and importantly, as an aggregate of elements. As already noted, we see
these shared qualities as productive examples of the dynamic mutual insufficiency of
conceptual and aesthetic dimensions, as activated through processes of
fictionalization, and which Osborne has identified as defining features of
contemporary postconceptual art. Within Osborne’s account, contemporary art can be
characterized as part of a turn towards a transcategorical infinity of possible material
means.27 Here he is referring to the almost ubiquitously accepted way in which
virtually anything can now effectively function or be repurposed as art, and the way
that art can now be more or less embedded in any other way of life.28 This mutually
absorptive quality is also described using the split ontology and material exuberance
which German art theorist Jörg Heiser brings to his formulation of “Romantic
conceptualism.”29 Considered together, we see these theoretical models as a useful
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way to analogize the relational space between fact, fiction, and materiality in both
contemporary art and rock music.

With these questions and formulations in mind, we present the Ghosts of Nothing’s
particular version of bandness as existing in a quixotically expanded aesthetic realm.
In this realm, we have consciously foregrounded our own conspicuous physical
absence as human band members (in terms of avoiding traditionally branded public
presence or photographs). Importantly, the marked absence of such conventional
prompts and indices is intended to encourage audiences to look beyond our
commercially released musical works. For we seek to offer experiences of an
intermedial almost-band-like package (but, perhaps ambiguously, not quite) that
appear to operate more like a work of art than a conventional music industry product.
Accordingly, we have sought both actively to problematize clear distinctions between
exhibited artifacts and band merchandise in our physical exhibitions, and, by
extension, use these two distinct ontologies—of music industry and artworld—as part
of a strategy of continuous deferment. In our 2018 solo exhibitions at the Lock-Up in
Newcastle30 and Contemporary Art Tasmania in Hobart,31 for example, visitors could
purchase tour T-shirts and CDs but not the exhibited “art,” which consisted of a
transient installation and large wall areas papered over with tour posters. At the LockUp exhibition, our “merch” table was extended to include tea towels, tote bags, books,
postcards, art prints, and even a special limited-edition artist’s multiple. We also made
it clear that our musical synchronization rights were for sale. Similar plans are in
place for forthcoming exhibitions of Sounds of Unridden Waves. Somewhat brazenly,
perhaps, we see this doubled ontology as a two-way street—while our merch is a selfreflective part of our exhibition of art, the exhibition also served as a promotional
vehicle for our band’s “brand” of music.

For the Ghosts of Nothing, the production and presentation of a materially exuberant
constellation of artifacts, merchandise, and various documentary forms also serves to
help build a credible—albeit often circumstantial—evidentiary base which suggests
the public existence of our band, at least to audiences who have prior experience and
knowledge of bands in popular culture. In this sense we expect that if we continue to
do what bands do, we are more likely to be recognized publicly and mythologized as
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a real band. Historically, as we have already noted, rock bands have long embroidered
the fabric of their mythic identity by introducing a range of extramusical elements. In
the case of the Ghosts of Nothing, the languages of symbolic accouterment,
hyperbolic performative gesture, and merchandise both problematize the definitional
borders of our world and exemplify the way in which a band, like a work of
postconceptual art, is an inherently dynamic and porous entity. In Memory of Johnny
B. Goode, for example, could be described as exemplifying what Italian philosopher
and novelist Umberto Eco termed an “open work.”32 Initially presented as a recorded
quasi-rock-opera In Memory of Johnny B. Goode was slowly thematically expanded
around an allegorical repurposing of Johnny B. Goode anachronistically re-cast as a
contemporary emblem of Pierrot. This episodic series of radically expanded and
virtually unrecognizable cover versions of otherwise well-known popular songs was
then shapeshifted into a radio play and then a global tour of abandoned music venues,
remote wildernesses, and abandoned jailhouses in three acts, all performed in mime
by collaborating performers at each location.33

Similarly, our latest project at the time of writing—the aforementioned “surf film”
Sounds of Unridden Waves—is also an expanding work. Once again, this project
orbits around a commercially released instrumental soundtrack, this time a triple
album, recorded and produced by the band the Ghosts of Nothing.34 This original
soundtrack is then set to a feature length surf film without human surfers developed in
collaboration with ten renowned surf film makers and artists.35 As this still unfolding
project begins to mutate into a larger materially distributed work encapsulating a
diverse range of objects and activities—which will include public exhibitions of
images related to the project, collaborations with vocalists,36 video essays, and
academic essays such as this present text—it will also exemplify two characteristics
which have emerged as hallmarks of much contemporary postconceptual art. First, it
reaffirms a principle forcefully made explicit in twentieth century conceptualism, that
is, that certain creative works can resist being understood as singularly exhibited
materializations with clear definitional boundaries. Secondly, and somewhat
quixotically, it illustrates an interestingly novel phenomenon: That it is eminently
feasible to maintain—even if only tenuously—a cohesive, coherent, and recognizable
public identity of artwork and artist, despite being indexically constituted through a
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physically and temporally distributed aggregate of medial elements. This second
phenomenon still manages to assert itself in a postconceptually post-millennial world
in which authorship and production processes are often deeply intertwined and
indistinguishable (and sometimes partly or wholly pseudonymous or anonymous).

There is one question which persistently arises within this collaborative venture that is
simultaneously applicable to both a work of postconceptual art and to our conception
of bandness: If we are indeed a band, what determines the outermost limits of this
band? Or, what kinds of activities, events, and artifacts can be meaningfully included
within the uncertain borders of our particular instance of bandness while at the same
time maintaining a meaningfully identifiable sense of unity? Here, we note that there
are already numerous instances of mixed ontologies across the creative arts that
appear relatively similar. Specifically, we could briefly turn to some of the many
examples of visual artists, novelists, and filmmakers working along blurred lines of
definition despite maintaining a sense of identity and unity that we might reasonably
expect of a discreetly recognizable creative work.

One enduring example is found in the work of the late German author W. G. Sebald.
Sebald’s books are notable for their broadly idiosyncratic mixture of actual and
seeming historical fact, recollection, and fiction interspersed with photographs that
serve a suggestive or supplemental, as opposed to illustrative, function. Another
comparable analogue for this approach is found in some of the work of British artist
Tacita Dean (who has acknowledged her debt to Sebald), who works primarily in
analogue film, a medium now largely obsolete. However, in creating Event for a
Stage at Carriageworks in Sydney in 2014, Dean worked with actor Stephen Dillane
to produce a self-reflective work of live theater which she then meticulously cut into
both a film version and an adaptation for radio. And, as already noted, Walid Raad’s
historically reflective “counter-archive” in the form of the fictional collective cum
artwork the Atlas Group (1989–2004) also exemplifies this tendency.

Like these examples, our fictionalized and radically transmedial recasting of Johnny
B. Goode as Pierrot in In Memory of Johnny B. Goode also contains much that is non-
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fictional, together with uncanny hybrids of repurposed reality and invention. It is here
that the Ghosts of Nothing seek to inhabit the layered ontologies that we have
described above. Significantly, our open works are at once imaginary mythologized
projections of the kinds of things that bands do, infused will traces of a real-world
entity that actually does many of the things that bands typically do (such as making
and releasing commercial albums, touring, and making music videos).

Yet at the same time, some of the extra-musical elements located in the respective
universes of In Memory of Johnny B. Goode and Sounds of Unridden Waves, unless
specifically pointed to, could easily remain unnoticed by a casual observer.
Consequently, we require a range of additional supporting materials, such as this
essay, to make some of the more obscure connections publicly visible. Moreover,
many of these supplementary or paratextual elements, especially if considered in
isolation from the core elements of each project, are clearly incapable of producing
anything resembling a “full picture.” Similarly, some of the extramusical and
expanded artistic elements surrounding the still expanding world of Sounds of
Unridden Waves by the Ghosts of Nothing are sufficiently removed from a
connection between a band and an album made by a band, that, if encountered in
contextual isolation, would most likely be read as standalone works of contemporary
visual art.37 One example of a visually-centered publicly exhibited variation of
Sounds of Unridden Waves is our ongoing collaborative series of fictionalized “film
stills.” Several of these heavily cropped “remixed” images of waves are at least
loosely thematically related to footage being used to produce the feature length film
component. They are based on various source photographs, some of which were
indeed taken by collaborators working on the film itself, but some sourced from an
extended network of other project participants. Importantly, many of these stills were
not actually captured from the film itself. To date, some of these fictionalized film
stills have been presented in exhibitions in New York and Pingyao, China38 and in a
photo-essay published in a peer reviewed academic journal.39 In these contexts, it is
highly likely that—without explicit prompting—even a discerning viewer would
probably not consider these photographs as meaningfully connected to the work of a
rock band. In another still developing iteration for an artworld audience, a series of
overpainted photographs, titled Paintings on Unridden Waves will also be attributable
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to the collective artist moniker “the Ghosts of Nothing.” Perhaps, in such instances,
we might suggest that both low- and high-frequency connections to the idea of
bandness are potentially apparent.

INSERT: Figure 2. The Ghosts of Nothing and Chris Lowry, Storyboard Still #1 from Sounds of Unridden Waves,
2020, camera by Chris Lowry, image remix by the Ghosts of Nothing, digital image, dimemenions variable.

INSERT: Figure 3. The Ghosts of Nothing and Simone Douglas, Storyboard Still #2 from Sounds of Unridden
Waves (work in progress), 2020, camera by Simone Douglas, image remix by the Ghosts of Nothing, digital
image, dimemenions variable.

In yet another still developing artworld iteration of the broader musical and cinematic
project titled Sounds of Unridden Waves, selected fragments of text referring to the
ocean—taken from the work of nineteenth and twentieth century writers, poets, and
artists—are presented using uncanny, slightly dehumanized, “natural” digitized voices
which are overlayed with selected music and video from the feature-length version of
the film. This targeted artworld variation of the larger work is even further removed
from the broader popular culture and surf-world context in which the feature length
film and commercial album release will also be promoted. To date, one version of this
still developing spoken-voice iteration has been presented at an academic
conference.40

We believe that the historical Romantic idea of the fragment continues to resonate
with the eclectic material exuberance exemplified in some forms of postconceptual art
and intertextual relationality in certain forms of contemporary literature. In historical
Romanticism, the fragment is presented as a finite part of an infinite whole that is not
entirely present. Accordingly, Romanticism emphasized the active role of the
imagination in moving beyond the confines of immediate perception to build a work
in the mind. For the Ghosts of Nothing, such Dionysian qualities can also be
experienced when listening to a good rock album.

The Ghosts of Nothing are keenly aware that Sounds of Unridden Waves may also be
encountered far from any supporting ontologies of contemporary art or rock music.
New audiences might just as easily be found through commercial TV streaming
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services or in surfing subcultures. Importantly, in any such contexts, different kinds of
evidentiary credibility will invariably be required to establish legitimacy with new
audiences. Although the overall conceptual architecture and final production of both
Sounds of Unridden Waves and In Memory of Johnny B. Goode rests with the Ghosts
of Nothing, we see these open works as omnibus vehicles capacious enough to
accommodate collaborative creative input from diverse and even unanticipated
sources. Our world tour of In Memory of Johnny B. Goode, for example, featured
contributions from numerous collaborating artists, dancers, and theater makers. And
wherever appropriate, we stress that any collaboratively developed components
within these projects are clearly listed as co-authored by the Ghosts of Nothing and
the respective collaborators. Consequently, these expanded worlds might be
understood as existing simultaneously inside and outside our dominion of authorship.
In contemporary visual art, this is familiar territory. It is also something that rock
bands have long intuitively recognized. Even in the pre-digital era, for example,
physical distribution in the form of vinyl records spawned album cover art as a new
genre, one which was enthusiastically embraced by bands and visual artists alike.
Meanwhile, the definitional limits of the world of a band can keep expanding in the
hands of fans, satirists, bootleggers, deejays, official and unofficial remixers, and
(more recently) internet meme culture, well after the operational demise of the band
itself.

In summary, we use our “works”—which we bring into existence through acts of
world-making41—to establish new relationships. These novel connections come into
being by virtue of a creative intention and action on our part. Once this action has
occurred, and provided that it is accepted as culturally meaningful by a qualified
audience, it cannot thereafter be unmade. The creative act therefore serves as the
minimal connection, a kind of metonymy if you like, contingent to a greater or lesser
degree on chance and circumstance. The connection is strengthened if there are other
resonances and parallels to be perceived—that is, something beyond a seemingly
arbitrary juxtaposition or accident of collage. The Ghosts of Nothing strengthen this
connection by projecting bandness as a conceptual overlay binding together an array
of disparate elements and presences, both real and virtual. And in projecting our
bandness, we produce a diverse range of what Jeffrey Strayer usefully calls public
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perceptual objects. Importantly, both In Memory of Johnny B. Goode and Sounds of
Unridden Waves consist of literal things and activities in the world that are both
obliquely and explicitly framed as both the products of a band, and as works of
contemporary visual art.
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